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WELCOME FROM NCH PRESIDENT

WELCOME FROM
NCH PRESIDENT
LAURI GROSSMAN

It is with unbounding joy that I welcome you to JAHC2020 and the National
Center for Homeopathy’s Global Virtual Summit. This summit reflects the
determination, caring and creativity that characterizes the homeopathic
profession. After the disappointing cancellation of our Orlando event,
volunteers at NCH linked arms with the team at Whole Health Now to
create a virtual conference that would meet the demands of a world in
great need. We strove to offer the very best speakers from round the world
and labored to arrange diverse workshops so that new prescribers and
seasoned practitioners could be strengthened by the quality of the sessions
focusing on the treatment of pain and pandemics. We created a schedule
that would make the gathering accessible to all, no matter your country of
origin or level of training. In every way we strove to break out of the box, to
take our annual conference to a new level, one filled with more intelligence
and more love than anyone could have imagined. And I think we did it. The
global pandemic strengthened our resolve to meet this incredible challenge,
and every homeopathic organization, every homeopathic manufacturer,
every homeopathic and naturopathic college said “YES! “ to our requests.
We all pulled together to create this spectacular occasion. I could not be
more grateful to be a part of this caring community and to leading the
National Center for Homeopathy at this time. Welcome to the Summit and
welcome to a united, reinvigorated homeopathic profession.

back to contents
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WELCOME FROM JAHC 2020 PROGRAM CHAIR

WELCOME FROM
JAHC 2020 PROGRAM CHAIR
Lynn Wagner

Welcome to JAHC2020 – A Global Summit on Pandemics and Pain! I am
thrilled to introduce all of you to The National Center for Homeopathy’s
first online conference. In addition to being our first virtual event, there
are many other “firsts”. We have a tremendous lineup of speakers,
never before has JAHC had so many world-renowned homeopaths come
together to speak. Never before has the entire conference been recorded
and available to attendees so they can go back and listen, review and learn
even more from the material. Never before has the community come
together to support an immediate global crisis like the pandemic we are
all experiencing. Yet we have also preserved the community and spirit of
JAHC that has been such an important part of our past events. First and
foremost we are homeopaths working together. We will still be joining each
other, if not in person then in spirit. We will still have classes together, still
have breakout rooms where we can see each other’s faces and hear each
other’s questions. We will still have a virtual exhibit hall where like minded
labs, schools and organizations can share the latest products and services
we all enjoy. Speakers, movies, presentations, vendor information and
entertainment will be available nearly around the clock for three days. The
times are convenient for people all over the world. I am incredibly proud
of the tremendous efforts that have gone into the complete reworking of
our initial in person conference in Orlando into the new JAHC2020 Online
Global Summit. NCH would like to thank Kim Elia and the entire Whole
Health Now team for joining us at the last minute to transform our event
and make it even more spectacular. We truly have come together to make
this a once in a lifetime opportunity. I hope you will join us.

back to contents
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ABOUT NCH
Founded in 1974, the National Center for Homeopathy (NCH) is one of America’s most vibrant organizations
dedicated to homeopathy and the homeopathic profession. With support from a large network of health
professionals and educational institutions, NCH offers rich and diverse programming. The annual JAHC
conference and the highly lauded Homeopathy Today magazine both stand out for unifying the profession and
for the wealth of information offered to licensed practitioners and concerned consumers. NCH’s Public Policy
Committee spearheads efforts to address the legal concerns and governmental policies that affect professional
practice and access to homeopathy in all 50 states.
In order to build upon its longstanding success and to move the organization forward, NCH is in the midst of a
restructuring process that will include a new website with a wealth of updated information, new communication
platforms designed to reach a growing and more diverse membership, and expanded educational opportunities
with easy virtual access. NCH will be partnering with other notable organizations to build strength in numbers
and to better highlight the successes that homeopathic care can provide. In a world where health concerns
can change swiftly and where accurate sources of information are becoming increasingly valuable to the public
well-being, the National Center for Homeopathy will stand out for the quality of information it offers and for
the speed with which it responds to local and global issues.
People everywhere are calling for a system of healing that is sustainable, that addresses the individual, and
that strengthens the mind, body, and spirit. Homeopathy answers that call but we need you to help us get this
message out to the world
We encourage you to visit the new website, to subscribe to our new programs, and to become an active
participant in our effort to promote and support homeopathy in service to professionals, families, and
practitioners offering care to people in need. Now more than ever we must come together to ensure that
homeopathy continues to thrive and that understanding of its benefits is known in each and every home.
The National Center for Homeopathy offers many opportunities to those who want to enhance our position,
whether your passion is advocacy, writing articles for Homeopathy Today or helping to ensure that our JAHC
conference is exciting as well as educational, we have the job for you! Join us as we work to advance the future
of homeopathy, not only for our generation but for many more to come.

WWW.HOMEOPATHYCENTER.ORG
NATIONAL OFFICE STAFF

Deb Dupnik,
CAE, CCSM-A,
Executive Director

Mary Cutts,
Meeting Coordinator

Christina, DeRose
Industrial Relations

Steven Clark
Membership Coordinator

Hailey Glover
Membership Coordinator

THANK YOU TO THE MEMBERS OF THE 15TH ANNUAL JAHC 2020
PROGRAM PLANNING COMMITTEE

Marci Mearns
Copywriter and
Editor

back to contents

Thera Ip
Course Coordinator

Roger Barr
Technical Director

Kim Elia
Summit Organizer

Beth Niles
Conference Planner
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THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

PRESENTING SPONSORS
Boiron

Hahnemann Labs

Washington Homeopathic Products

6

Paola Brown

Hyland’s/TxOptions/1-800 Homeopathy

OHM Pharma

Supporting Sponsors

back to contents

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

SUPPORTING SPONSORS
Northwestern Academy of Homeopathy

Trinity Health Hub

Synergy Homeopathic

7

Natural Animal Consulting

Yoni Bliss

HAA Suporting Members

back to contents

THANK YOU TO OUR HA A SUPPORTING MEMBERS

HOMEOPATHY ACTION ALLIANCE
SUPPORTING MEMBERS
Homeopathic Nurses Association (HNA)

North American Society of Homeopaths (NASH)

8

Council for Homeopathic Certification (CHC)

National Center for Homeopathy (NCH)

Cont.

back to contents

THANK YOU TO OUR HA A SUPPORTING MEMBERS

Homeopaths Without Borders (HWB)

Free and Healthy Children International (FHCI)

9

Americans for Homeopathy Choice (AFHC)

Homeopathic Academy of Naturopathic Physicians (HANP)

back to contents

EVENT APP INFORMATION

Download the
JAHC Mobile App

With the Moodle app (click on icon to download),
you can access the JAHC 2020 Global Summit
wherever you are, whenever you want, with
these app features:
10
Easily access course content - browse the content of your
courses, even when offline

Connect with course participants - quickly find and contact other
people in your courses

Keep up to date - receive instant notifications of messages and
other events, such as assignment submissions

Submit assignments - Upload images, audio, videos and other
files from your mobile device

Track your progress - View your grades, check completion
progress in courses and browse your learning plans

Complete activities anywhere, anytime - attempt quizzes, post in
forums, play SCORM packages, edit wiki pages and more - both
on and off-line

back to contents

SCHEDULE AT A GL ANCE

Friday
June 12, 2020

DAY 1 :
AANP

Indicates session is approved for
Continuing Education (CE)

ACNA

6:30 AM –
6:40 AM

Address from the President of
The National Center for Homeopathy
Lauri Grossman, DC

6:40 AM –
6:55 AM

Opening address
Alastair Gray and Denise Straiges

6:55 AM –
7:55 AM

Pain as a Bridge:
What’s IN the Way IS the Way
Karen Allen, CCH

Indicates session is approved for
Continuing Professional Development (CPD)

ACNA

Intense pain is, well, intense! Practitioners facing clients who are desperate for pain relief can feel overwhelmed, bewildered, underprepared.
Based on 25 years of clinical experience with clients and their pain, Karen Allen CCH reframes three specific challenges and opportunities that
these clients present. First, she acknowledges the personal distress and potential burnout factors that arise from “our pain about their pain”
and presents proven best practices for effective stability in the presence of pain. Next, Karen introduces a simple, gentle method to leverage
the clients’ pain as a bridge in homœopathic case inquiry, which often reveals crucial symptoms. Finally, she offers professional interaction
guidelines that help the practitioner align with and mirror these clients’ strength rather than brokenness. These three opportunities transform
the experience of working with painful complaints, prevent burnout and improve outcomes. After this presentation, your clients’ pain will
appear to you as a doorway instead of a red flag!

8:00 AM –
9:30 AM

The Homœopathic Treatment
of Epidemics & Pandemics
André Saine ND, FCAH

ACNA

AANP

Dr. André Saine will discuss the numerous facets of epidemics and pandemics focusing on the history of homœopathy’s success in treating
these scourges.Dr. Saine will review a number of remedies which have either been effective or which look promising for the current pandemic.

9:30 AM –
10:00 AM

Check out the vendor room
Watch amazing informational videos

10:00 AM –
11:30 AM

Viewing Through Hahnemann’s Eyes
Richard Pitcairn DVM, PhD

ACNA

AANP

Homœopathy is a most amazing system of therapy and an unexpected aspect of it is realizing that Dr. Hahnemann presents us with an entirely
different way of seeing. In many ways it is the opposite of the conventional allopathic system which has been the dominant treatment paradigm
for centuries. To work with homœopathy, see the amazing outcomes in patients, eventually brings one to seriously consider that Hahnemann
really did see the patient and the disease correctly. I invite you to explore this and the implications of embracing his view.

11:30 AM –
12:00 PM

Breakout rooms

12:00 PM –
1:00 PM

Food break (or continue breakout rooms)

JOIN

All times are in Pacific Daylight Time (PDT) click on the timeanddate icon to find the time
in your area.

back to contents

Cont.
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SCHEDULE AT A GL ANCE

DAY 1 (cont.) :
AANP

Friday
June 12, 2020

Indicates session is approved for
Continuing Education (CE)

1:00 PM –
3:00 PM

ACNA

Indicates session is approved for
Continuing Professional Development (CPD)

The Tubercular Miasm
Through Cured Cases
Nancy Herrick, PA DH(H) and Roger Morrison, MD

ACNA
AANP

During this presentation Roger Morrison and Nancy Herrick will review the most salient features of the Tubercular miasm as illustrated with
cases from their practice. The Tubercular miasm provides essential clues for understanding many current health issues and can be easy to
identify when its keynotes and specific personality type are recognized. Roger and Nancy will review in depth the description of themes,
language, indicators and confirmatory symptoms for the Tubercular miasm as seen in today’s patients and provide a clear outline of how to use
this information in practice.

3:00 PM –
3:10 PM

Snack break

3:10 PM –
3:25 PM

Vendor presentation

3:30 PM –
5:00 PM

A Concise Framework to Understand
and Use Homeopathy During COVID-19,
For the Time Period January-June 2020
Paul Herscu, ND, MPH

JOIN

ACNA
AANP

Dr. Paul Herscu has been tracking and writing about world epidemics for 30 years. Unlike epidemics of recent years, COVID-19 does not present
in ways that clearly lead to a genus epidemicus for most patients. Homeopathy nonetheless has an important role to play, and there are a
number of remedies that the vast majority of people have responded well to, meaning that these patients have not progressed to more serious
illness. In this presentation Dr. Herscu will elucidate a framework in which to understand epidemics in general, as well as describing each of
those remedies. The fact that many patients present in ways atypical for these medicines further compounds the challenge of prescribing
accurately. Dr. Herscu applies the homeopathic prescription within public health mandates and the many Naturopathic medicine tools available.
For Dr. Herscu, homeopathy is one part of the therapeutic approach. He will share immediately applicable information, aimed at providing
confidence to the practitioner of whole-person medicine at this challenging time.

5:00 PM –
6:00 PM

Food Break

6:00 PM –
7:00 PM

A Pure Look at Homœopathy
Pandemic Diseases
Lisa Amerine, ND, DHANP

ACNA

AANP

Pure Homœopathy shines in epidemic and pandemic diseases. Dr. Amerine will explore a brief history of the effectiveness of homœopathy
during epidemic and pandemic states. She will then transition into two common homœopathic medicines used in the 2020 pandemic and how
to manage a case.

7:05 PM –
7:20 PM

Vendor presentation

JOIN

All times are in Pacific Daylight Time (PDT) click on the timeanddate icon to find the time
in your area.

back to contents

Cont.
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SCHEDULE AT A GL ANCE

DAY 1 (cont.) :
AANP

Friday
June 12, 2020

Indicates session is approved for
Continuing Education (CE)

7:20 PM –
9:50 PM

ACNA

Addressing the Emotional Pain of
Life-threatening Illness Part I
Farokh Master MD, PhD

Indicates session is approved for
Continuing Professional Development (CPD)

ACNA

AANP

The emotional pain of dealing with life-threatening illness is oftentimes more devastating than the physical pain endured from the disease itself.
During these information packed sessions, Dr. Master will cull from his extensive experience of working with advanced cases of pathology to
demonstrate how both emotional and physical pain can be effectively addressed with homœopathic medicine. Dr. Master will focus on varying
types of cancer pain along with the long-term management of these challenging cases. Video case presentations will be used to demonstrate
the salient points and new remedies for addressing these conditions will be presented.

9:50 PM 11:00 PM

Food Break

11:00 PM 12:00 AM

The C4Corona Miasm
Alize Timmerman

ACNA

During this presentation, Alize will focus on the C4Corona Miasm and her groundbreaking work with C4 potencies. Through this exploration,
Alize will review an interesting compilation of remedies which have the potential to teach us about the future of the earth.

12:00 AM

Closing Comments
Kim Elia

All times are in Pacific Daylight Time (PDT) click on the timeanddate icon to find the time
in your area.

back to contents
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Day 2

SCHEDULE AT A GL ANCE

Saturday
June 13, 2020

DAY 2
AANP

Indicates session is approved for
Continuing Education (CE)

ACNA

Indicates session is approved for
Continuing Professional Development (CPD)

5:30 AM 6:20 AM

Watch Homeopathy Around the World movie

6:30 AM 7:00 AM

Announcements and fun
Alastair and Denise

7:00 AM 8:30 AM

Pain as an Expression of
the Deepest Pattern
Rajan Sakaran, MD (Hom)

ACNA

AANP

Pain, whether emotional or physical, is often the presenting complaint of the patient. It is also the area where the state of disease within is
expresses itself most urgently and most clearly. In exploring it deeply, accurately and completely ,we get a holographic image of the whole state
of the disease. How do we do this ? How do we investigate, how do we take the patient deeper and deeper ? How do we use this as a window to
the state ? How do we analyze the information? In the pain there is information from various aspects : the physical , emotional , perceptional,
general, sensations and the deeper energy pattern. How can we integrate this with the information from other areas of the case such as
dreams, fears, etc? How do we look for a remedy? How do we us our repertories, provings, kingdom approaches, and other methods together?
Dr Rajan Sankaran will talk about this through an illustrative case.

8:30 AM 8:40 AM

Snack break

8:40 AM 9:10 AM

Breakout rooms

9:10 AM 10:10 AM

Relieving Emotional and Physical Pain in
Opioid and Benzodiazepine Dependents
Lise Battaglia, CCH, HMC, RSHom(NA), CAP

14

JOIN

ACNA

AANP

Successful withdrawal from addictive medications for pain is possible with homœopathic remedies at all stages. This presentation will cover
relieving emotional and physical pain with homœopathy in individuals who are recovering from prescription and street drug abuse. The typical
substance abuse client in conventional care often is on a complex mixture of suppressive and addictive medications. Medically supported
withdrawal can be successfully enhanced with homœopathy for all phases of withdrawal, shortening the process and reducing side effects.
Information to assist the practitioner with these very complicated cases will be presented through case studies and the discussion of constitutional homœopathy, organotherapy, intercurrent remedies, isopathy and potency selection.

10:15 AM 11:15 AM

Zeitgeist - Recent Cases
During the Pandemic
Anne Schadde, HP

ACNA

AANP

The crisis in our time offers a new understanding of the world around us. What is the effect on patients in our daily practice? Our service is not
only the treatment for the infection, it is more. We are in the beginning of something we cannot see yet. This presentation will address issues
experienced by patients in this new and evolving situation.

11:20 AM 11:35 AM

Vendor presentation

JOIN

All times are in Pacific Daylight Time (PDT) click on the timeanddate icon to find the time
in your area.

back to contents
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SCHEDULE AT A GL ANCE

DAY 2 (cont.) :
AANP

Saturday
June 13, 2020

Indicates session is approved for
Continuing Education (CE)

11:40 AM 12:40 PM

ACNA

Indicates session is approved for
Continuing Professional Development (CPD)

Natural Protocols for Strengthening
the Immune System
Mitch Fleisher, MD, Dht

ACNA

We will review essential protocols from the fields of nutritional medicine and naturopathic medicine that are clinically effective and
complementary to homœopathy for strengthening immune system defenses to infectious diseases.

11:20 AM 11:35 AM

Food Break

1:40 PM 1:55 PM

Al and Denise introduce Linda Frazier
who will sing Homœopie
Bara Waters

JOIN

2:00 PM 3:30 PM

Homœopathic Pain Management:
A Case Series of Joint Injuries
Jamie Oskin, ND, DHANP

ACNA

AANP

Dr. Oskin’s presentation will be an introduction to pain management with a series of case examples utilizing primary text sources including The
Bönninghausen Repertory, Second Edition (TBR2) and Hahnemann’s materia medica. Remedy pharmacodynamics, with primary and secondary
reactions to medicines, and how that applies to selecting the most indicated homœopathic remedy in a pain management case will be explored.

3:35 PM 3:50 PM

Vendor presentation

4:00 PM 5:30 PM

What a Pain! What to do
when Arnica Doesn’t Work
Miranda Castro, CCH, RSHom(NA), FSHom

JOIN

ACNA

A frequently asked question in Facebook groups is “What can I give my child/husband or mother for toothache/period pains/an injured finger?”
The questioner sometimes goes on to say “I gave Arnica and it didn’t work.” Miranda will explain why Arnica sometimes works likes a charm and
sometimes does not work very well or at all. She will give techniques for helping the home prescriber to select effective homœopathic remedies
using a minimum of effort and a maximum of pain relief for a variety of everyday aches and pains. She will cover common, everyday complaints
from toothache, tummy aches and headaches to menstrual pains and a variety of injuries.

5:30 PM 5:45 PM

Snack break

5:45 PM 6:00 PM

Awards ceremony
Emceed by Al and Denise,
song by Linda Frazier
JOIN

All times are in Pacific Daylight Time (PDT) click on the timeanddate icon to find the time
in your area.

back to contents
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SCHEDULE AT A GL ANCE

DAY 2 (cont.) :
AANP

Saturday
June 13, 2020

Indicates session is approved for
Continuing Education (CE)

6:00 PM 7:00 PM

ACNA

Indicates session is approved for
Continuing Professional Development (CPD)

Homœopathic Treatment of Mental/Emotional
Pain in Kids and Teens
Rachelle Rozelle, ND

ACNA

This presentation will focus on using homeopathy to treat mental health conditions in kids and adolescents to prevent the use of prescription
pharmaceuticals in a developing brain. This talk will highlight the vast need for safely and effectively treating mental health conditions in
children, as mental health is now becoming a pandemic of its own. Conditions discussed will include anxiety, depression, anger, trauma, grief,
and self-injurious behavior. This presentation will also include discussion on Hahnemann’s philosophy towards treating mental health diseases,
common vs. characteristic symptoms, case analysis, and common obstacles to cure in kids and teens. Clinical case examples will also be given.

7:05 PM 7:20 PM

Vendor presentation

7:20 PM 8:20 PM

The Homœopathic Treatment
of Asthmatic Bronchitis
Paresh Vasani, MD (Hom)

JOIN

ACNA

Each case is different and needs a different approach. How we can use different tools like Therapeutics, Rubrics, Materia Medica, Sensation and
Source? The synergy between these tools helps us to reach the deeper similimum and effect cure. This will be demonstrated with some cases
of Asthmatic bronchitis.

8:30 PM 9:30 PM

Effective Pain Management in
ENT Diseases with Homeopathy
Kavitha Kukunoor, CCH, RSHom(NA), CHP, BHMS

ACNA

16

Pain management is a universal requirement and a priority in health care. Despite considerable advancements, the adverse physiological
and psychological implications of mismanaged pain remain substantially unresolved. Ineffective pain management especially in ENT
disorders/diseases can lead to a marked decrease in desirable clinical and psychological outcomes and client/patient’s overall quality of
life. Effective management of acute pain results in improved client outcomes with increased clients/patients and client & practitioner
satisfaction. Effectiveness of homeopathy is faster many times then the prevalent pain management protocols of which awareness, education,
implementation and exchange of expertise is the need of the hour.

10:00 PM 11:30 PM

Empowering Homeopathy! A Season for
Courage: The Advocacy, the Plan, the Progress
Paola Brown, M.Ed

ACNA

The dynamic leader behind Americans for Homeopathy Choice, today’s leading movement to defend homeopathy, Paola Brown will present
the current status of the advocacy work of this organization. Learn about the historic progress these consumers -- mostly women and mothers
-- have made in defending our access to homeopathy. Paola will share a brief history, progress to date and how you can contribute to this
important movement.

11:30 PM

Closing Comments
Kim Elia

All times are in Pacific Daylight Time (PDT) click on the timeanddate icon to find the time
in your area.

back to contents

Day 3

SCHEDULE AT A GL ANCE

Sunday
June 14, 2020

DAY 3
AANP

Indicates session is approved for
Continuing Education (CE)

ACNA

Indicates session is approved for
Continuing Professional Development (CPD)

5:30 AM 5:55 AM

Announcements and More
Alastair Gray & Denise Straiges

5:55 AM 6:55 AM

Homœopathic Pain Management
of Fibromyalgia
Sujata Owens, CCH, RSHom(NA), DHMS (India)

ACNA
AANP

Sujata Owens, Homeopathic Master Clinician, will discuss “Homœopathic Pain management in Fibromyalgia” using successful cases from
her classical homœopathic practice of 32 years. Sujata has had tremendous success in treating pain, and fatigue in Fibromyalgia and Chronic
Fatigue. In this presentation she will share what she has learned through treating these cases, what works, what does not work and many such
discoveries that will come in handy when you are working with resolving your cases. Come to learn how Classical Homeopathic Approach has
helped to treat these multi-dimensional cases involving multiple systems.

7:00 AM 8:30 AM

Addressing the Emotional Pain of
Life-threatening Illness Part 2
Farokh Master, MD, PhD

ACNA

AANP

The emotional pain of dealing with life-threatening illness is oftentimes more devastating than the physical pain endured from the disease itself.
During these information packed sessions, Dr. Master will cull from his extensive experience of working with advanced cases of pathology to
demonstrate how both emotional and physical pain can be effectively addressed with homœopathic medicine. Dr. Master will focus on varying
types of cancer pain along with the long-term management of these challenging cases. Video case presentations will be used to demonstrate
the salient points and new remedies for addressing these conditions will be presented.

8:30 AM 9:10 AM

Food break

9:10 AM 9:25 AM

Vendor presentation

9:30 AM 10:30 AM

Parallels in Pandemics
Kim Elia, CCN

17

JOIN

ACNA

AANP

This session will look at the historical, political, economic and epidemiological parallels between pandemics in the past and those of today.
There will be a special focus on the 1347 Black Plague which wiped out up to 50% of the population of Europe as well as the 1918 – 1920
Influenza Pandemic. Kim will delve into the causes and solutions to these pandemics and will review both natural and homœopathic approaches
for helping a populations to deal with these kind of scourges. He will also discuss important remedies that were used during the 1918 – 1920
pandemic and look at potential remedies for current pandemics.

10:30 AM 10:45 AM

Snack Break

All times are in Pacific Daylight Time (PDT) click on the timeanddate icon to find the time
in your area.

back to contents
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SCHEDULE AT A GL ANCE

DAY 3 (cont.) :
AANP

Sunday
June 14, 2020

Indicates session is approved for
Continuing Education (CE)

10:45 AM 12:15 PM

ACNA

Indicates session is approved for
Continuing Professional Development (CPD)

Revisiting the Genus Epidemicus in the 21st
Century: Clificol Covid-19 Support Project
Frederik Schroyens, MD

ACNA
AANP

This lecture explores how current science, biostatistics in particular, can be used to investigate and evaluate Hahnemann’s concept of genus epidemicus. Homœopaths used to take case notes on paper. With the digitalization of our profession, it has become the norm to use computers
for data storage. The Clificol project is a worldwide cloud-database of clinical cases, dedicated to the investigation of homœopathic prescribing
patterns. The project was developed after long and fruitful conversations between homœopaths and biostatisticians. Careful attention was
paid to the manner in which data is entered, as this defines what can be searched. Clificol is a tool that will eventually shed new light on the old
concept of genus epidemicus.

12:20 PM 12:35 PM

Vendor presentation

12:35 PM 2:05 PM

Breakout Rooms

2:05 PM 3:15 PM

Food break

3:15 PM 4:45 PM

Strike the Bullseye and Target Pain Directly with
Practical Homeopathy®: Specific Turbo-Charged
Protocols That Accelerate Prescribing
Joette Calabrese, HMC, CCH, RSHom(NA)

JOIN

18
ACNA

Joette Calabrese, HMC, CCH, RSHom(NA) empowers families with the ability to treat themselves using her Practical Homeopathy® methods
and of course, guts, spunk, and moxie. Having an interest in something other than conventional medicine she made a decision 36 years ago, became a homœopath, and has met and taught tens of thousands of people in her practice and teaching career. More importantly, she raised her
now-adult children instead, focused only on homœopathy and sound nutrition. During this presentation, Joette will review the Turbo-Charged
Protocols That Accelerate Homeopathic Prescribing.

4:50 PM 6:20 PM

Fevers - Disorders of Thermoregulation
George Dimitriadis, BSc, DHom(Syd),
DHomMCCH(Eng), FHom(UK), GHIH(Syd)

ACNA

AANP

There has been a gradual shift away from pure observation to instrumentation and quantitative measurement in medicine. This is most understandable given the lamentable history of imagined disease processes and their terrifying translation into medical practices of the past. Yet the
cost of this is perhaps nowhere more apparent than with febrile illnesses. Lost to modern medical practice (sadly also to the modern homœopath) are the identifiable stages of febrile diseases. Thus, whilst modern medicine equates fever as heat (i.e. elevated body temperature),
thereby completely ignoring the associated determinate cardiovascular changes, chill (including coldness & shivering), heat, and sweat – as well
described by Hahnemann, we must pay attention to identify and collect these components and their specific sequence (along with modalities &
concomitants) if we wish to determine the most accurate remedy for the patient. This talk discusses Bönninghausen’s Fevers (BWF1833, 1864)
and will highlight the specificity of observation needed in treating febrile diseases, whether in chronic disease processes, or in acute infectious
(epidemic, pandemic) illnesses.

6:25 PM 6:45 PM

Closing Address
Al, Denise, Lauri, Lynn, Kim...

All times are in Pacific Daylight Time (PDT) click on the timeanddate icon to find the time
in your area.

Awards
Total = 20.5 hours of CEUs

back to contents

AWARDS

2020 SERVICE AWARD WINNERS
Saturday June 13, 2020

ALAN SCHMUKLER
2020 Martha Oelman Community
Service Award

KATHLEEN SCHEIBLE
2020 Henry N. Williams Professional
Service Award

Yashasvi Jhangiani
2020 Julian Winston NCH
Service Award

back to contents
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LIVE PERFORMANCE

LINDA FRAZIER
LIVE MUSIC

Linda Frazier began singing in grade school
when she auditioned and earned a spot as a
second soprano in a county wide children’s
choir. Many years later, after raising her
family, Linda had the opportunity to play
professionally for 15 years with several
bands in the San Francisco Bay Area.
Although her repertoire covers quite
a wide variety of genres she really is a
crooner at heart. After moving to the Sierra
foothills 3 years ago, she was blessed with
the opportunity to work alone performing
at local events and private parties utilizing
technology for the instrumentation instead
of band mates. The upside to this is she get
to sing only the songs she loves and no
band member ever shows up late!
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MEETING SPACE
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VIRTUAL
MEETING SPACE
The summit is much more than a gathering of
top-flight presenters*, it includes numerous
opportunities for direct interaction with friends
and colleagues old and new, via breakout sessions,
open ‘dining space’ and live entertainment.
There’s even a virtual space where one can visit
with vendors and conference sponsors.
See you online!
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JAHC 2020
VIRTUAL MARKETPLACE

The 2020 JAHC will offer several ways to engage our
virtual audience. Interact in our Virtual Marketplace, educate
attendees through a custom presentation, show your
support for a specific speaker or track, and MORE!
All opportunities are available on a first-come, first-served
basis. Don’t miss your chance to show your support for the
NCH and participate in this historic event!
To learn more contact:
Christina DeRose, Industry Relations
E: cderose@homeopathycenter.org
P: 1-856-437-4742
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Spread the Word!

presents:

Joint American Homeopathic Conference
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April 23rd, 24th and 25th
Hyatt Regency
Reston, VA
Join our community
as we share
knowledge and advocate
for our future.
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